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Course Syllabus : CUTEP
** VDO Review on "10 Hours English Equation (Main Structure Analysis) is strongly recommended before attending the first studying session

WRITING #12.5

Real CU-TEP Test Practice

**The course also includes a free self-study session which is "Problem Solution on Stage".

  Learn to find the answer by using "Structure Analysis Techniques"

  Let's test your readiness for writing part 2.5

2.5

                    (4) Stress words recognition and introduction to Efficient Note-taking skills 

                    (3) Essential vocabulary review

                    (2) Homonyms recognition (problematic words)

                    (1) Essential idioms and phrasal verbs review

  Learn about techniques used to master "Lecture part" of the exam including:

     - Listening Practice

     - Double-entry Note-taking

  Learn about techniques to master "Long conversation part" of the exam including:

     - Listening Practice

     - Idioms and phrasal verbs brush-up

     - Problematic grammar review

  Learn about technniques used in mastering "Short conversation part" of the exam including: 

     - Cloze Test Practice Algorithm

     - Learn to find the answer by using "Collocation Technique"

     - Learn to answer the questions for vocabulary, reference, and restatement using 

     - Learn about techniques to tackle short passage using "the clues from the questions"

     - Reading Practice

     - Practise to guess the meanings of new words using root, prefix and suffix

     - Vocabulary Practice

     - Reading Practice

       "Time-saving Technique", no need to read the whole passage

     - Cloze Test Practice 

  Learn to use mixed strategies to catch the answer as fast as possible

  Learn to find the answer by using "Choice Elimination Techniques"

Reading Long PassageReading #4

2.5

     - Practise to guess the meanings of new words using context clues

     - Skimming and scanning for details

     - Learn about techniques to tackle short passage using "the clues from the questions"

      2) Hidden Structure

      1) Main Structure

  Step-by-step to defeat "Grammar Error Identification"  (break down into two levels including

Vocabulary-in-context

  Be familiar with real CU-TEP tests and learn how to deal with them efficiently and effectively

2.5 Listening #1 Long Conversation Technique

2.5 Listening #1 Monologue Technique

2.5 Listening #1 Short Conversation Technique

Reading #52.5 Cloze Test

 "Vocabulary (by Fields of Study)", "CU-TEP Vocabulary", and "Problem-Solution on Stage".

*The course includes a free “Reading Muscle Build-up self-study session”, which includes: "Major Conjunction List to Tackle Reading and Cloze Test",

2.5

  Develop the skills to master the "reading part" of the exam including:

  3 Factors to Tackle Reading, Reading-Writing Technique, Reading 

  Practice Algorithm (Step-by-step and techniques to beat the exam)

Reading #3 Reading Short Passage

Reading #1

Reading #2

Part

     - Structure Note-taking

     - Listening Practice

WRITING #3

WRITING #4

  Guess word meanings from the context

Introduction to Writing Part

Writing Practice Algorithm

Post-Test + Skill Evaluation

     - Learn to find the answer by using "Choice Elimination Techniques"

  Analyze the pattern of the writing test .. Let's get used to it.

2.5 Introduction to Reading Part 

Reading Review

Intermediate Practice 

Focus Topic

2.5 WRITING #2

“Listening Muscle Build-up self-study session” is mandatory. Students will benefit from the session, especially ones with relatively weak listening skill in general.

*The course includes a free preliminary “Listening Muscle Build-up self-study session”, which includes:

Advance Practice2.5

Description

Basic Practice 

No. of Hours
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